Force controlled manipulation is a common technique for compliantly contacting and manipulating uncertain environments. Visual servoing is effective for reducing alignment uncertainties between objects using imprecisely calibrated camera-lens-manipulator systems. These two types of manipulator feedback, force and vision, represent complementary sensing modalities; visual feedback provides information over a relatively large area of the workspace without requiring contact with the environment, and force feedback provides highly localized and precise information upon contact. This paper presents three different strategies which combine force and vision within the feedback loop of a manipulator, traded control, hybrid control, and shared control. A discussion of the types of tasks that benefit from the strategies is included, as well as experimental results which show that the use of visual servoing to stably guide a manipulator simplifies the force control problem by allowing the effective use of low gain force control with relatively large stability margins.
Introduction
Roboticists have traditionally considered force feedback to be the sensing modality most relevant to manipulation. This is because of the need for highly accurate information on the relative positions of objects and on the nature of contact forces between objects being manipulated. More recently, many researchers have realized the benefits of using visual servoing techniques to reduce alignment uncertainties between objects using imprecisely calibrated camera-lens-manipulator systems. By properly combining these two sensors within the same high bandwidth feedback loop, the benefits of each sensing mode can be simultaneously realized throughout a manipulation task.
Combining high bandwidth force and vision feedback within a manipulator feedback loop presents many challenges. The camera-lens system, the manipulator, and the force sensor must all be properly modeled. Because of the different nature of force and vision feedback, traditional sensor integration techniques are not appropriate, and separate control strategies specific to particular classes of tasks must be derived. The most common method of implementing force control is through a wrist force sensor and a stiff manipulator position control loop. Because the force sensor measures all forces (inertial, gravitational, and tactile), the inertial coupling of the end-effector mass beyond the sensor introduces a fundamental problem when sharing control between force and vision sensors. When the vision system commands motions, the resulting accelerations can result in inertial forces which cause unstable excitations of the force control system. In order to compensate for unstable excitations, it is necessary to develop robust strategies for avoiding the excitations.
In this paper, we propose and experimentally investigate three different control strategies which combine force and vision in the same manipulator feedback loop. Traded and hybrid control avoid es due to inertial coupling by specifying that force and visual servoing do not occur simultaneously along the same direction. A novel shared control strategy has been developed that does not require this assumption. Our proposed controller effectively compensates for inertial coupling while responding to both vision and force feedback along the same direction. Depending on the type of manipulation task and the accuracy of the visual feedback, these three strategies may all be used during the task, or a single strategy may be capable of performing an entire task. Experimental results from the three control strategies are presented, along with a discussion of the applicability of each of the strategies to different types of tasks. Results show that significant performance improvements in task execution can be realized by our proposed controllers. In particular, the use of visual servoing simplifies the force control problem by allowing the effective use of low gain force control with relatively large stability margins. The resulting system has the capability of approaching a rigid surface with a high velocity and stably impacting the surface while minimizing impact forces and avoiding bounce between surfaces.
Previous Work

Force Servoing
Robotic force control has been studied since the 1950's. A survey on the history of force control can be found in 1321. Active impedance control has been suggested as the most general form of force control [ 1 I], however, difficulties in programming impedance controlled manipulators have resulted in very limited use of this strategy. Hybrid control [26] separates position control and force control into two separate control loops that operate in orthogonal directions and is the most common force control implementation.
One of the most important issues in force control is maintaining manipulator stability [34]. Force controllers must be properly formulated and tuned in order to maintain stability. This can be difficult, particularly during initial contact between stiff surfaces. During impact, another important issue is the generation of large impact forces. In [29] , an effective impact strategy is presented based on a proportional gain explicit force controller with a feedforward signal and negative gains. The gains for the controller were chosen using a fourth order model of the arm, sensor, and environment in which a frictionless arm was assumed (experiments were conducted with the CMU Direct-Drive Arm 11). Although high impact velocities were achieved (75cm/s), large impact forces were also generated (90N). This illustrates a typical problem exhibited by all force control strategies during impact with rigid objects, for example [17] [341- high impact velocities, manipulator stability, low impact forces, and quickly achieving the desired force are all contradictory system requirements.
Visual Servoing
Although previous researchers had considered fast visual feedback for guiding manipulator motion, for example [27] , the visual servoing field was first well defined by Weiss [30] . Since this work, two types of visual servoing configurations have emerged, eye-in-hand configurations and static camera configurations. Eyein-hand visual servoing tracks objects of interest with a camera mounted on a manipulator's end-effector [ 1] [4] [7] [231 [6] [8][101 [33] . Static camera visual servoing guides manipulator motion based on feedback from a camera observing the end-effector [18] [20] [3] [9] . Most of this past work has been with monocular systems, though recently stereo systems have been used for visual servoing [ 19] [9] [ 131. Differences between the various approaches to visual servoing include the space in which reference inputs afe provided, the dimensionality of the control space, the structure of the controller, the physical configuration of the system, the derivation of the control law, and the feature tracking algorithms used.
Force and Visual Servoing
One of the first papers to mention the benefits of combining high bandwidth visual and force feedback is [27] . They implemented a 0.1Hz visual servoing scheme and mentioned force servoing, but a lack of computational resources hampered their effort, and many of the issues of combining the two sensing modalities went unnoticed. In [15] , visual servoing of 2 Hz was used to align a wrench with a bolt before a compliant wrenching operation is performed. Again, vision and force were not explicitly combined, and the issues concerning their integration remained unaddressed.
In this paper we consider the integration of high bandwidth visual feedback with high bandwidth force feedback within the same manipulator feedback loop. An important contribution of this work is that we show how vision can be used to greatly simplify the stability problem by allowing the effective use of low gain force control with high-friction manipulators (a Puma 560). Since the stability of low gain force control is much easier to maintain, the use of force feedback during manipulator fine motion is more easily realized because simple force control strategies can be used without the need for high order models of the arm, sensor, and environment for choosing stable controller gains.
Visual Servoing
The visual servoing component of our system is an extension of the controlled active vision paradigm [23] , originally created for monocular eye-in-hand visual servoing. In this section we extend controlled active vision to static camera visual servoing. A model of the camera-lens-manipulator system is presented, followed by a derivation of the visual servoing control law.
System Model
In formulating the visual servoing component of our system, the Jacobian mapping from task space to sensor space is needed. We desire a Jacobian for the camera-lens system of the form where 1 , is a velocity vector in sensor space; J,,(+) is the Jacobian matrix and is a function of the extrinsic and intrinsic parameters of the visual sensor as well as the number of features tracked and their locations on the image plane; and XT is a velocity vector in task space.
A pinhole camera model is used to model the camera-lens system. The camera frame { C ] is placed at the focal point of the lens as shown in Figure 1 . A feature on an object at ' P in the camera frame projects onto the camera's image plane at
where (xs,ys) are the image coordinates of the feature, f is the focal length of the lens, and s, and s, , are the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the pixels on the CCD array. This model assumes that lZcl B Ifl .
A feature on a manipulated object is observed on the image plane with respect to the camera frame at 'P, but is controlled with respect to the manipulator's task frame at 'P. The rotation of the task frame {T) with respect to {C} % is assumed to be approximately known. The relationship between the velocity of ' P with respect to task frame velocities is written as
(3)
.i.
where T~ = [XT p , zJT and Tn = kr my, mzj are the translational and rotational velocities o f t e task frame with respect to itself. By differentiating (2) and combining this result with (3) the Jacobian transformation for a single feature from task space to sensor space can be written in the form 
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For the above form of the Jacobian, the parameters of the Jacobian are given by @ = cf, s, , sy, x, : ys, Zc, X, Y7, ZT). A complete derivation of (4) can be found in [21] .
At least three features on an object must be tracked in order to control both the position and orientation of the object in three dimensions. For n feature points, the Jacobian is of the form
where J,(+) is the Jacobian matrix for each feature given by the 2x6 matrix in (4). 
Visual Servoing Controller
The state equation for the visual servoing system is created by discretizing (1) and rewriting the discretized equation as where M is the number of features being tracked; x (~) E R~~; Tis the sampling period .of the vision system; and u(k) = pT yT zT wX ay mZJ the manipulator end-effector velocity. Th Jacobian f,(@l is written as Jv(k) in order to emphasize its time varying nature due to the changing feature coordinates on the image plane. The intrinsic parameters of the camera-lens system are constant for the experimental results to be presented.
The control objective of the visual tracking system is to control end-effector motion in order to place the image plane coordinates of features on the target at some desired position. The desired image plane coordinates could be constant or changing with time.
The control strategy used to achieve the control objective is based on the minimization of an objective function that places a cost on errors in feature positions and a cost on providing control energy.
This expression is minimized with respect to the current control input U@). The end result yields the following expression for the control input
The weighting matrices Q and L allow the user to place more or less emphasis on the feature error and the control input. Their selection effects the stability and response of the tracking system. The Q matrix must be positive semi-definite, and L must be positive definite for a bounded response. Although no standard procedure exists for choosing the elements of Q and L, general guidelines can be found in [24], along with system models and control derivations that account for system delays, modeling and control inaccuracies, and measurement noise.
Feature Tracking
The measurement of the motion of the features on the image plane must be done continuously and quickly. The method used to measure this motion is based on an optical flow technique called Sum-of-Squares-Differences (SSD). A more complete description of the algorithm and its implementation can be found in [20] .
Visual and Force Servoing
Visual servoing can be combined with force control for many different types of robotic tasks. For autonomous manipulation, visual servoing brings objects near one another and into proper alignment, and force servoing ensures compliant contact and accomplishes the final parts mating. For teleoperation, a mouse cursor can be used to guide the manipulator by a teleoperator observing live video images of the robot. Visual servoing ensures that the teleoperator's desired manipulator trajectory is accurately followed by controlling the manipulator's end-effector position based on reference inputs from the cursor position. Force sensing is used to contact the environment compliantly. Feedback from other devices, for example a trackball, may also be used to guide the manipulator. Three different types of controllers C(t) have been implemented and tested-a shared, a traded, and a hybrid controller. A block diagram of the generalized force/vision control system is shown in Figure 2 . The force control portion of our proposed visuaUforce servoing strategies is based on past work in hybrid force control. The implemented force control scheme is a combination of hybrid force/position control [26] and damping force control [3 11, resulting in a hybrid force/velocity control scheme. Because the dynamics, particularly friction, of the laboratory robot (a Puma 560) are difficult to accurately model, a simple Cartesian control scheme is used in which a manipulator Jacobian inverse converts Cartesian velocities to joint velocities, which are then integrated to joint reference positions. High servo rate (500Hz) PID controllers are implemented for each joint in order to follow joint trajectories which achieve the desired Cartesian motion.
Traded Control
There are two main benefits to using visual servoing and force servoing together. First, visual servoing is effective in significantly improving manipulator performance upon impact by allowing the effective use of low gain force controllers. Second, visual servoing is effective in reducing alignment uncertainties between objects using imprecisely calibrated camera-lens-manipulator systems. A traded control strategy realizes both of these benefits. For traded control, the control law given by C(t) in Figure 2 is written as where TJ, is rewritten as J , to simplify equations without loss of generality. During traded control, manipulator motion is first controlled by visual feedback. The controller then switches to force control after visual servoing approaches sufficiently near a surface. The desired state of the manipulator on the image plane xD represents a state near the surface to be contacted. S , is a matrix that selects axes along which force control will be applied, G, is a matrix of force control gains, and F , and F,,, represent ref-
erence and measured forces. The benefit of this strategy is that the surface can be quickly approached under visual servoing. Manipulator control is switched to low gain force control which can be used effectively when the end-effector is near the surface. Stable impact with a surface can then be achieved, large contact forces can be minimized, and bounce can be avoided.
With simple force damping control alone, a manipulator can easily become unstable during impact, unless force gains are tuned to extremely low values resulting in unacceptably slow motion during the approach phase of the task. Because of this, most manipulation strategies use a guarded move to initiate contact with a surface. During a guarded move, surfaces are approached under position control while the force sensor is monitored. If the sensed force exceeds a threshold, motion is immediately stopped and a force control strategy can then be invoked. The main limitation of this strategy is that high contact forces can result unless the effective mass of the manipulator is low so that the end-effector can be quickly stopped before contact forces increase significantly. In Section 6.1, experimental results are presented which compare these three impact strategies, their stability, and the impact forces created by each strategy.
Hybrid Control
An obvious technique for combining visual servoing with other types of feedback, for example position feedback [3] , is in a hybrid control scheme. This type of scheme, however, is limited because it ignores much of the information provided by visual feedback. The proper use of vision in the feedback loop provides information relevant to motion along all six degrees of freedom with which an object can move. Hybrid control allows visual servoing only in those directions that are orthogonal to directions along which other types of feedback is used. Despite this drawback there are specific classes of tasks which fall naturally into a hybrid control scheme. One useful application is the grasping of electrical lines through teleoperation [22] . For this task, hybrid control could maintain the alignment of the gripper with the wire to be grasped, and a teleoperator or other sensor, such as a force sensor or an optical switch, could signal when the line had been reached, much as a guarded move is used to indicate when contact is made under position control.
We have used this scheme to demonstrate remote teleoperated grasping of objects in which a supervisor is presented with live video input from a single camera mounted on the manipulator's gripper ( Figure 3 ). Visual servoing maintains gripper alignment, while the supervisor controls the velocity with which the object is approached, thus a hybrid control scheme is used. Initial experimental results demonstrate that the task can be completed much more quickly and with a higher probability of success when using hybrid visual servoing than when the teleoperator must control all degrees of manipulator motion. An important advantage of this strategy is that the camera-lens-manipulator system need not be precisely calibrated.
The hybrid control law we use is of the form S, S, and S F are diagonal selection matrices, the elements of which are 0 or 1, and which must sum to the identity matrix, i.e. Figure 3 . Visual servoing maintains gripper alignment, while a user remotely controls the gripper approach velocity using a hybrid visual servoing control scheme.
S, + S, + S, = I . The vector lr represents some desired endeffector reference velocity due, for example, to trackball input from a teleoperator.
Shared Control
Shared control allows the use of visual and force control along the same directions. This strategy is useful if surfaces can not be reliably detected with vision and it is necessary that the manipulator reacts compliantly to stiff environments along directions of visual servoing. One application of visual servoing for which shared control is particularly useful is when visual feedback is used in teleoperation. Experiments have been performed in which a user guides a manipulator under visual control with a mouse and cursor on a live video image. When guiding the manipulator to grasp an object, the user may sometimes command the manipulator to contact a surface. This can damage the object and often causes the manipulator to become unstable. With shared control, this is easily avoided because force as well as visual feedback is used throughout the task.
A fundamental problem when sharing control between force and vision sensors occurs due to end-effector inertial effects. Because force sensors measure all forces (inertial, gravitational, and tactile), the inertial coupling of the end-effector mass beyond the sensor introduces inertial forces into force sensor readings. When the vision system commands motions, the resulting accelerations cause unstable excitations of the force control system. In order to compensate for the unstable excitations, it is necessary to develop robust strategies for avoiding the excitations. Thresholding of force readings is not feasible, since inertial effects can often be as large as desired contact forces. Figure 4 shows the magnitude of experimentally determined inertial forces and the associated measured Cartesian accelerations which cause these forces. where , E~, and F, threshold sensor noise; x and f represent measured Cartesian velocities and accelerations along particular task space directions, and F represents measured forces along particular directions. 
Hardware Implementation
The visual tracking algorithms previously described have been implemented on a robotic assembly system consisting of three Puma 560's. The Pumas are controlled from a VME bus with two Ironics IV-3230 (68030 CPU) processors, an IV-3220 (68020 CPU) processor which also communicates with a trackball, a Mercury floating point processor, and a Xycom parallel VO board communicating with three Lord force sensors mounted on the Pumas' wrists. All processors on the controller VME run the Chimera 3.0 reconfigurable real-time operating system [28] . An Adept robot is also used for providing accurate target motion. A Datacube Maxtower Vision System calculates the optical flow of the features using the SSD algorithm discussed in Section 3.3. A high performance floating point processor on the Datacube is used to calculate the optical flow of features, and a 68030 board, also on the vision system, computes the control input. An image can be grabbed and displacements for up to five 16x16 features in the scene can be determined at 30Hz. The force sensor provides force and torque values for each Cartesian axis at 100Hz.
Experimental Results
Traded Control
Throughout this section, experimental results given will be referenced to the coordinate frames shown in Figure 1 . Results from a traded control strategy are shown in Figure 5 in which visual servoing is first used to servo the end-effector to a surface 5.9cm from the initial end-effector position, The controller then switches to force control and achieves stable contact with the surface, maintaining a force of -2N between the end-effector and the surface. This strategy achieves contact after 1.43s, and achieves a stable 2N contact force after approximately 4.5s. With simple damping force control alone, the manipulator travels 5.9cm in 3.1s before reaching the surface. When the surface is contacted, the manipulator becomes unstable, as Figure 6 shows. The only way to achieve stable contact using damping control alone given the force control implementation used, is to reduce the force gains to extremely low values, resulting in unacceptably slow motion. Because of this, most manipulation strategies use a guarded move to initiate contact with a surface. During a guarded move, surfaces are approached under position control while the force sensor is monitored. If the sensed force exceeds a threshold, motion is immediately stopped and a force control strategy can then be invoked. Figure 6 also shows a force plot of a guarded move in which the force sensor is monitored at 100Hz. High contact forces are created because of the finite amount of time required to stop the end-effector after contact is sensed illustrating the main limitation of a guarded move strategy. had to be chosen in order to induce end-effector motion of a reasonable speed in free space, but this gain, while resulting in less than half the speed of visual servoing, still proved to be highly unstable. The guarded move strategy also allowed only moderate speeds (0.02m/s), and still resulted in high impact forces. At higher speeds, extremely high impact forces would result which could have easily damaged the manipulator. Using visual servoing to bring the manipulator near the surface provides a simple technique for slowing the end-effector before contact is imminent. These results clearly show that visual servoing greatly simplifies the impact problem by providing low-level feedback on the proximity of the surface to the end-effector. The result is a fast approach velocity that generates low impact forces with no bounce.
Hybrid Control
To illustrate hybrid visuaVforce servoing, the manipulator is servoed to maintain a force of 2N normal to a moving plate while maintaining the point of contact in the center of the plate. The edges of a plate are visually tracked, and the manipulator is visually servoed along X, to maintain the proper contact point. As the plate moves in XT, force servoing along YT maintains the 2N contact force. Plots of the varying motion of the end-effector in X , and the applied force in YT are shown in Figure 7 . Motion along the visual servoing direction is precise, but the force servoing data shows the effects of force sensor noise introduced by the motion along XF Even so, contact is maintained and is repeatable. 
Shared Control
To demonstrate shared control, the desired goal position for the visual servoing strategy is purposely chosen to have differing magnitudes of error with respect to the true location of the surface. This allows us to evaluate the ability of the shared control strategy (11) to operate under conditions in which force and vision information significantly disagree. Figure 9 shows the motion of the end-effector on the image plane for the three trials.
For trials 2 and 3 the desired image plane position of the endeffector y D actually falls beneath the true surface. In trial 2 the error in surface position is 15 pixels, and in trial 3 the error is 45 pixels. For trial 1 the estimate of the surface and the true location are in close agreement, as would normally be the case. In trials 2 and 3, the end-effector impacts the surface after approximately 0.3s, when motion of the end-effector on the image plane abruptly stops.
For trial 1, the surface is not contacted until after approximately 0 5 , because the manipulator purposely slows down before impact. The force plot in Figure 10 shows that this results in significantly reduced impact forces, and a much quicker transition to the desired contact force of -2N. When visual feedback incorrectly estimates the location of the surface, as in the case of the second and third trials, high contact forces occur. If the error in the estimate falls within the surface, as in trials 2 and 3, then the poorer the estimate of the surface, the higher the contact force because the higher the commanded visual servoing velocity at impact. If the error in the surface location estimate is in the other direction, then the time in which it takes to initiate contact would increase directly with the magnitude of the error. The impact force, however, would be on the order of trial 1's impact force.
The commanded end-effector velocity for all three trials is shown in Figure 11 . The solid lines correspond to u(k) in (ll), the dashed lines to the visual servoing velocity Xref,, and the dotted/ dashed lines to the force servoing velocity X r e f . Visual servoing brings the end-effector quickly towards the durface, and upon contact force servoing takes over. From the force plot in Figure 10 , one can observe measurable inertial forces before contact actually occurs. These forces are of a magnitude greater than 1 SN, however, our proposed control strategy (1 1) successfully rejects these observed forces since they are not the result of contact. From Figure 11 , one can see that end-effector velocities have been clipped at O.lOm/s. This is because the feature tracker can only track objects with a limited optical flow. Thus, the trial in which the surface location is in error of 45 pixels represents the worst case impact force, because the manipulator is traveling at approximately O.lOm/s at the time of impact. For these experimental results, force gains of 0.001 (m/s)/N were used, the diagonal elements of Q were chosen to be 2 . 0~1 0 '~, and the diagonal elements of L were chosen to be 10.0. Thresholds were chosen to be E, =0.01m/s2, ~,=0.001m/s, and F,=lSN. 
Conclusion
Force and vision sensors provide complementary information, yet they are fundamentally different sensing modalities. This implies that traditional sensor integration techniques are not appropriate for combining the feedback from these two disparate sensors. In this paper, we have presented and experimentally verified three force/vision servoing strategies. Experimental results demonstrate significant performance increases over traditional manipulation strategies. One benefit of combining vision and force is illustrated by the system's ability to approach rigid surfaces at high velocities while initiating stable contact with low impact forces and no bounce.
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